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A superhero story

DISCUSS - What is generally included in a superhero 
story? Can you defy the norm and write a story with a 
twist.
Think about:
● your superhero and their abilities
● the setting
● the superhero's arch enemy
● the reason for the conflict
● the conflict unfolding - battle
● how the conflict is resolved
● conclusion
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DESCRIBE AN ACTION SCENE USING EXPANDED NOUN PHRASES

ALLEGRA 
WHOOSH! Captain Marvel went tumbling through the air and crashed through 
three office buildings before taking control of her incredible flight once again. 
Unfortunately, General Zod was nowhere to be seen, he could sneak in and 
attack her any second and send her falling through the floor to the center of the 
equator. His muscles bulging with energy, Zod punched his way towards his 
nemesis prepared to put up a fight. Electricity coursing through her body, the 
captain’s eyes scorched red and balls of electric blue formed around her hands. 
Clueless, Zod whirled his 360* round and round and when his head was turned 
the other was Captain Marvel shot an exploding energy ball into Zod's chest, 
then zoomed into his heart and back to her hands as quick as a lightning bolt 
coursing down to earth, it was over, she had won.
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AZAAN - But Captain Marvel had a 
few more lives left. She blasted him 
with full throated fireballs. He was 
no match for her newly found 
energy, he breathed his last. 

ALLEGRA - Although she didn’t know it, Zod was both invincible and immortal. After falling to the 
ground and “dying” Zod crawled from the ashes, hidden from the thousands of citizens applauding 
the victorious Captain Marvel, clasped his hands together and focused all of his superhuman 
strength into them. Filled with anger and hate, he bashed them down on top of Captain Marvel’s 
head and actually did send her crashing to the middle of the equator.

SAIF- suddenly in the ashes zod created an amazing energy field with lasers. Explosions 
happened, he saw her fall, but was she really dead. 

ANYA - Zod lay in his cafe, trying to think how to defeat Marvel. When, like a lightbulb flash, he got 
the perfect idea. He blasted her into space  in the middle of nowhere. 

USE ALLEGRA’S ACTION SCENE TO CREATE AN ALTERNATE ENDING TO THE ACTION SCENE


